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ABSTRACT
There are many cases where the safety and security of systems are
threatened by accidental or intentional human error. This study
focuses on the fact that there is information available about hu-
man error in design and operation documents and case reports,
and they are in natural language. Therefore, we propose a method
to analyze the impact of human error on safety and security us-
ing Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which is one of the topic
model methods. First, we matched the given information to create
a list of similarities (co-occurrence list) between documents. Based
on this co-occurrence list, a fault and attack tree was constructed.
While manually considering them, the critical points were iden-
tified through sensitivity analysis. We show the effectiveness of
this proposed method through two characteristic case studies of
cyber-based connected car design deficiencies and physical-based
manufacturing inspection fraud. Both analyzes add a way to lever-
age big data interoperability in manufacturing processes using the
IoT.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Vulnerability management; • Com-
puting methodologies→ Natural language processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conventionally, in the field of safety engineering, methods have
been developed to learn from past accident cases and connect them
to future accident prevention. For example, a method of applying
natural language processing to 4,469 accident reports on aviation
accidents accumulated in the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) to semi-automatically extract future accident
candidates similar to the text description of past accidents has been
done [1]. It is said that this method can be used to efficiently per-
form safety analysis by Event Tree Analysis, Fault Tree Analysis,
and Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP). In particular, it is
effective in extracting human errors. However, conventional safety
engineering alone cannot solve safety and security problems.

The following are problems in the safety and security evaluation
of the supply chain.

(1) Damage to the safety and security of products and services
due to human causes affects the overall risk.

(2) The reference database used for safety and security evalua-
tion becomes significantly complicated when the intentional
misconduct of human beings is included.

(3) In relation to safety and security risks, IoT-based systems
have a large number of attack surfaces.

This paper has focused on human causes and considered solutions
to these problems.

2 SAFETY AND SECURITY EVALUATION
SCHEME

2.1 Risk Assessment Methodology
When evaluating safety and security related to human causes in
the supply chain, it is crucial to consider defects that can occur due
to accidental and intentional factors. It is common to think that the
risk R related to a defect increases in proportion to the probability
and the amount of damage, as shown below,

R = probability of event occurrence × size of loss per event
occurrence.

In the case of evaluation based on accidental factors, the assur-
ance level of quantitative assessment is relatively high because it
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is often possible to give a fault probability based on solid statistics
in the field of natural science. Accidental human error with a lot
of statistical data can also fall into this category. Nevertheless, an
attack such as intentional data modification is a cognitive problem,
because the variation in statistics is large and the guarantee level of
quantitative evaluation is low. To clarify legal liability and compen-
sation for damages in the event of an accident, the risk assessment
process for accidental and intentional factors with different guar-
antee levels must conducted out separately. The former context is
represented by a fault tree (FT), and the latter is represented by an
attack tree (AT).

Figure 1: Damage to Safety and Security due to Human
Causes

A multi-path process occurs in which different evaluation scales
are examined separately to achieve safety and security. Then, the
risks are comprehensively evaluated as a whole, and countermea-
sures are taken.

Let Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) be the risks associated with the above
evaluation scales, respectively. The combined risk R is a function of
A1,A2, . . . , such as R = f (A1,A2, . . . ). The function f has various
evaluation expressions depending on the business environment,
such as a simple sum f (A1,A2, . . . ) =

∑n
i=1Ai or a simple vector

value f (A1,A2, . . . ) = (A1,A2, . . . ).

2.2 Distribution Methods of Risk Assessment
In the supply chain, the safety and security guarantee obtained in
this way is sent, received, and certified among the entities. There-
fore, it is effective to use the PKI certification infrastructure, which
is being developed as a social infrastructure in Japan, the United
States, and Europe. For example, Figure 2 shows the usage of a
certification path based on the public key infrastructure (PKI) certi-
fication [2].

Here, the Trust Anchor is a certification authority that is the base
of trust on the certification path from the certificate to be verified
to the trusted certification authority. Certificate B (A) from Figure
2 is a certificate issued to B and signed by A. The security of the
certification mechanism itself (PKI certification) must be ensured in
the process. For example, there is a high need to perform common
vulnerability and exposures (CVE) checks reliably, which will be
described later.

Figure 2: Example of a Certification Path of PKI

3 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
3.1 Overview of LDA Model
In evaluations that include several human factors, we refer to the
physical approach to failure and past records of human behavior.

In this proposal, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3],
which compares sentences based on statistical theory. Usually, when
a literature search is done, it is useful if a keyword matching search
can also be done. Similarly, it would be very useful if we could
specify a sentence consisting of a group of sentences and perform a
matching search for sentences that are semantically similar to those
sentences. This proposal uses LDA for such a “sentence matching
search.”

In LDA, we first focused on the sentences that existed in advance.
Then we focused on the “base documents group” in the center of
Figure 3. The word appearance frequency t fi, j is calculated for
each document as follows:

Figure 3: LDA Model

t fi, j =
ni, j∑
k nk, j

Here, t fi, j is the term frequency of the word ti in the document
dj , ni, j is the number of occurrences of the word ti in the document
dj , and

∑
k nk, j is the sum of the number of co-occurrences of all

words in the document dj . Also, the inverse document frequency
id f is calculated as follows.

id fi = loд
| D |

| d : d ∋ ti |
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Here, id fi is the inverse document frequency for the word ti ,
| D | is the total number of documents, and | d : d ∋ ti | is the
number of documents containing the word ti .

The id fi is a numerical value indicating the rarity of ti . When
ti appears in many documents, the value decreases, and when
it appears only in a specific document, the value increases. For
example, for a word that appears in any sentence (such as “the” in
English), id f has a minimum value of 0.

The product of these two numbers,

t f id fi j = t fi, j · id fi

indicates the weight of the word ti in the document dj . When more
ti words appear in the document dj , the value of t f id fi j increases.
Conversely, when the word ti appears in another document, the
value of t f id fi j decreases. In this way, the word distribution vector
of the sentence is weighted with t f id fi j , and then the LDA model
is generated.

In the generation of the LDA model, the actualized data such as
w: specific word, N: number of words in a given document, and M:
number of documents in Figure 3 derived from the given sentence
groups are input first. Next, it assumes the statistical distribution
parameters α and β , which are the prerequisites for the appearance
of such data. Then, a reverse estimation is performed to determine
what the values of other state variables (which are considered to
be latent) cause this manifested data. The result of this reverse
estimation is the LDA model.

3.2 LDA Implementation
In this study, we implemented LDA using Gensim, a Python library
(Figure 4) [4].

Figure 4: Overall Processing with the Proposed Tool

Gensim is licensed under the LGPL and is an open-source library
for unsupervised topic modeling and natural language. This study
used the source code published in the previous research [5] after
adding a data reading unit and processing that excludes particles
and adverbs of documents called stopwords. The details of the
algorithm of the LDA generation process are as follows.

First, create an LDA model for the base document group using
various parameters (See (1-1) to (1-6) in Figure 4). After creating the
LDA model, assign a topic distribution to the evaluation target (See
(2-1) to (2-3)). At the end of the process, the similarity is calculated
(See (3-1) and (3-2)). See the appendix for details of each step and
parameters.

4 CASE STUDY
4.1 Safety and Security Analysis Procedure
The procedure for safety and security analysis is as follows.

[Step 1] Perform matching analysis between the evaluation
target and the base document group. Documents similar to
the evaluation target are extracted from the base document
group, and a list of the extracted document sets is created.

[Step 2] Create a fault or attack tree to be evaluated by re-
ferring to the list of extracted document sets. This step is
done manually. Using Boolean algebra, we can use the KJ
method [6] to expand the causal events of various interme-
diate events shown in the tree.

[Step 3] Give a probability to each event in the tree. However,
this probability is given by an expert engineering judge based
on the data accumulated in the company.

The following are assumed.
(1) The operation mechanism of the evaluation target is de-

scribed in natural language.
(2) Each document in the base document group is written in

natural language.
Under this assumption, to analyze using the LDA model, the

amount of information in the text describing the evaluation target
should be as large as possible. If possible, use detailed internal data
such as design documents, test data, or human motion monitor-
ing data owned by the company. However, these details are often
not disclosed as they are considered trade secrets. This case study
shows an example to exemplify the method using only published
documents. The Japanese evaluation targets and base documents
appearing in [Step 1] to [Step 2] were all translated into English by
Google Translate.

4.2 Case Study 1: Industrial Rubber Inspection
Fraud

Here, we evaluated the risk of industrial rubber inspection fraud
in a manufacturing company (TG company). The evaluation target
was the document [7] about the company, and the base document
group was the document list [8] that describes manufacturers other
than the company.

First, in [Step 1], we divided the description of the evaluation tar-
get [7] into 19 documents and the description of the base document
group [8] into 77 documents. We performed LDA document match-
ing for document pairs belonging to the former and the latter, and
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obtained 19× 77 similarities in the calculated. Table 1 shows typical
parts of the similarity calculation results in [Step 1] (where the
description in the base document is very similar to the description
in the evaluation target).

Table 1: Results of LDA Matching in Case Study 1 [Step 1]

Here, LDA was used in Gensim, a Python library, for the match-
ing process in [Step 1]. The processing time was about 2 seconds.
The documents used in this example were of A4 size of 98 (590
sentences and about 53,000 words) [7] and 17 (420 sentences and
about 20,000 words) [8] pages respectively. If we try to perform the
matching evaluation comprehensively using only visual inspection
without the proposed tool, tens of thousands of cross-checks will
occur, and even a skilled technician will take more than ten days.

Figure 5: Fault Tree of Industrial Rubber Inspection Fraud

We manually performed [Step 2] and [Step 3] based on the sim-
ilarity calculation results obtained in [Step 1]. The top event BT
in the FT (the industrial rubber inspection fraud accident that oc-
curred at a TG company) was expressed as follows using a logical
product.

BT = B1 · B2 · B3 · B4
Here, B1 is “Inspection system not suitable for minister-approved

work,” B2 is “Inspector fraud,” B3 is “Missed by the superior,” and
B4 is “Inappropriate response by management after the discovery
of an inspection error.”

Furthermore, the details are expanded as shown in Figure 5.
When industrial espionage is negligible (Case 1), human error is

evaluated with probability as an accidental event. In other words,
in this FT, if no measures are taken after the fact, there is the
probability that an “industrial rubber inspection fraud accident” will
occur at the TG company once every four years. This evaluation
result was input as a subtree in both “A1: Safety damage” and “A3:
Quality damage” in the tree analysis of Figure 1.

When industrial espionage cannot be ignored (Case 2), some
events were difficult to give with probability. In this case, after
giving a different definition evaluation such as large, medium, and
small as the probability, it was input to the subtree of “A2: Security
damage.”

4.3 Case Study 2: Attack on Connected Cars
In this case, we evaluate the risk of attacking a connected car. Two
sections of the document [9]. Browser Hacking (BH) section and
Local Privilege Escalation (LPE) sections were used for evaluation
target, and all cases (119,479 cases) of CVE database [10] were used
as the base document group.

First, in [Step 1], LDA document matching was performed be-
tween the two sections to be evaluated and the description section
written in the natural language of each CVE. A part of the result is
shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Results of LDA Matching in Case Study 2 [Step 1]

Table 2 is a horizontally long table with 119,479 items in the
horizontal direction. Regarding the BH section in this table, the
number of grayed parts (highly similar parts) was narrowed down
to 1,514 out of 119,479 (overall ratio 1.3%). We narrowed the LPE
section down to 5,180 cases (total discount 4.3%). CVE-2011-3928
and CVE-2013-6282 used in the actual attack were included in this
narrowed down item. It also means that similar vulnerabilities that
were not used but could be used in the future have been found.

We manually performed [Step 2] based on the similarity calcula-
tion results obtained in [Step 1]. From here, we arrive at the actual
attacks CVE-2011-3928 and CVE-2013-6282 by semi-automatic anal-
ysis using DFD (data flow diagram) and manual checks (See Figure
6). Although a load of manual checks of 1,514 cases is not small, it
is significant to automatically narrow down the initial candidate
CVE description cases from 119,479 to 1,514 cases. If all the cases
are manually matched, it will take several days.

We executed Python’s open source library Gensim on Intel core
i5 7500 for LDA calculation. The processing time was about 3 min.
When the defect was extracted in this way, it was input as a subtree
of “A2: Security damage” in the tree analysis in Figure 1.

Since the matching process was performed only for a part of
the evaluation target document (two sections this time), not all the
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Figure 6: Attack Tree of Connected Car

trees can be described. Therefore, the provision of the probability
in [Step 3] was omitted.

5 ESTABLISH TRUST
5.1 Building Framework for Trust Chain
It is assumed that the idea of how to evaluate the trust is widely
shared and agreed upon by various communities. In such a case,
for example, the proposed method can be applied as part of the
process surrounded by the dotted line in the building framework for
the trust chain [11] shown in Figure 7. The outline of the building
framework for the trust chain is as follows. (1) Trust common re-
quirements are defined as requirements that can absorb differences
in industry, product, region, and nation and share trust standards
across industries, products, regions, and nations. (2) Trust individ-
ual requirements for each value created by each provider according
to the provider’s situation and environment (regional, national,
industrial sector, etc.) in the individual Value Creation Process can
be defined. (3) In this way, the trusts of products and services with
the same trust sharing requirements are compared and evaluated.

Figure 7: Building Framework for Trust Chain

5.2 US NIST Standards SP1500
To obtain trust in the supply chain, it is desirable to comply with
trusted standards. Here we refer to the US National Institute of

Standard and Technology (NIST) standard SP1500 [12], which con-
tains many latest findings in the industry environment using IoT
and big data. Each requirement is as follows.

Req. S1 Requires improved security content automation tools
such as SCAP, NBD-SPSL, etc., for scalability challenges,
numerous false positives, and crippling information overload
from the human computer interaction (HCI) perspective
(p.44).

Req. S2 Learn lessons from the aviation sector’s extraordinary
security level regarding Security and Privacy (pp. 26–27).

Req. S3 Maintain a safety framework that can be made self-
aware with human touchpoints and identify and monitor
interactions (p. 73).

Req. S4 Implement an automated dependency model that in-
corporates interoperating information security tools such as
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) (p. 79).

Req. S5 Guarantee the authenticity and history of data while
protecting personal information. (pp. 41–43)

Req. S6 Keep in mind the management role that is responsible
for registering human users (p. 116)

Req. S7 Note the strong demand for compliance, and role of
discipline, which cannot be overturned by compliance (p. 17,
p. 39, p. 41, p. 44, p. 45, p. 100)

5.3 Relationship Between SP1500 and Case
Studies

The relationship between these SP1500 requirements and the recur-
rence prevention measures for industrial rubber inspection fraud
cases in Case Study 1 is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Relationship between FraudMeasures for Industrial
Rubber Inspection and SP1500

By creating such a relationship, it is possible to show that the
trust to be evaluated is being gauged by referring to a reliable
reference model such as SP1500. This model in itself contributes to
improving the accuracy of the evaluation content and ensuring trust.
The measures to prevent attacks on connected cars shown in Case
Study 2 can be positioned as compliance with SP1500 requirement
S1.

5.4 Relationship with SP800-126/SCAP
In addition, this proposed method can be positioned in relation to
SP800-126/SCAP (Security Content Automation Protocol) [13] in
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Figure 8. In this figure, SCAP is a tool that automatically checks
the security of the evaluation target by referring to the CVE vul-
nerability database. This proposed method can be positioned as
an additional tool for collation evaluation between the evaluation
target, CVE, etc., in SCAP. SCAP is a tool developed by NIST in
response to the requirement for automatic checking in many re-
quirements of SP800-53 [14]. It is thought that referring to such a
reliable standard improves the accuracy of the evaluation content
and ensures trust.

Figure 8: Relationship with SP800-126/SCAP

5.5 Combination of SP800-126/SCAP and
SP1500

SCAP is primarily used to facilitate coordination between configu-
ration settings and NIST SP800-53. However, this approach has not
been designed with the appropriate speed or amount of big data
security information. Integrating realtime logs with internal and
external SCAP feeds can result in information overload due to scal-
ability challenges, numerous false positives, and human–computer
interaction (HCI). Information security tools can comprehensively
handle risk assessment results obtained from third parties by using
SCAP in conjunction with the application of LDA to SP1500 (see
Figure 9). This model can address potential near realtime violations
through automated reasoning. Additionally, it can indirectly affect
networks and applications that need a combination of human and
machine intelligence.

Figure 9: Combination of SP800-126/SCAP and SP1500

6 CONCLUSION
We focused on human factors in the supply chain and showed a
method for evaluating safety and security using LDA natural lan-
guage processing. We also showed the applicability to actual cases
through case studies. Given the base documents and evaluation
targets, we can comprehensively check with LDA. This effectively
gives the evaluator awareness in maintaining and improving the
safety and security of the evaluation target. However, reducing the
amount of manual checking after a comprehensive check is a future
task.

We also showed the correspondence between the proposed
method and the related standardization, and showed the trust eval-
uation measures. Specifically, through a case study, we showed the
relationship with the US standard SP1500 and the relationship with
SP800-126/SCAP, which describe many best practices in industrial
environments that utilize IoT and big data. The effectiveness of the
proposed method was shown.

We believe our work could benefit from significant further expla-
nation and scenarios presented to back up the premise and evaluate
of effectiveness of our paper.
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A ABOUT LDA IMPLEMENTATION
A.1 Details of LDA Implementation
The details of the algorithm of the LDA generation process shown
in Figure 4 are as follows.

(1-1) Read the description text of the base document group as
array data. For every word, use the Morphy method of the
wordnet class of nltk.corpus, which is a Python library, to re-
store the word to its original form. Furthermore, specify Eng-
lish in words method of the stopwords class of nltk.corpus
and remove the stop words from the read sentences. Remove
words that appear less than an arbitrary number of times
(twice or less in this study) from the remaining text data.

(1-2) Create a word dictionary from the documents that have
completed the above processing using the Dictionarymethod
of the corpora class.

(1-3) Each document is converted into a vector of words from
the created dictionary and document group by the doc2bow
method of dictionary class (this process is called creating
BoW corpus). If we want to perform weighting using tf-idf,
perform the following (1-4) and (1-5).

(1-4) Create TfidfModel by TfidfModel method in Gensim’s
models class.

(1-5) The TF-IDF corpus is obtained by passing the BoW corpus
created in (1-3) to the TfidfModel.

(1-6) Create an LDA model by specifying the dictionary and
corpus (BoW corpus or tf-idf corpus) created in the LdaModel
method of Gensim’s ldamodel class and parameters.

After creating the LDA model, assign a topic distribution to the
evaluation target. The flow is as follows.

(2-1) Perform the same processing as (1-1) to read the compar-
ison document.

(2-2) Perform the same processing as (1-2), and set the evalua-
tion target as a word vector.

(2-3) A vectorized document is given as an argument to the
get_document_topics method of the LdaModel class, and a
probability distribution is assigned.

At the end of the process in Figure 4, the similarity is calculated.
(3-1) The similarity of the topic distribution vectors ®x , ®y of each

document obtained by the flow from the base document and
the flow from the evaluation target is the cosine similarity
cos(®x , ®y) =

®x · ®y
| ®x | | ®y | .

(3-2) Finally, the documents whose similarity exceeds the pre-
set threshold value are extracted.

A.2 Perplexity and Coherence
It is necessary to give the “number of topics” in the parameters
used in step (1-6) of the algorithm in the previous section. This
section describes how to determine the number of topics. There are

indicators for evaluating prediction accuracy and topic quality in
topic modeling. Perplexity is an index of prediction accuracy, and
coherence measures the topic quality.

Perplexity is obtained by calculating the geometric mean of
appearance probability in the created model for all words. When
finding it, the derivation method differs depending on the LDA
sampling method. Coherence evaluates the quality of the topic and
determines if it is easy for humans to interpret. However, there
are many ambiguities, often lacking in validity. Therefore, various
methods have been proposed. Examples are previous work [15][16].
There are several methods for calculating coherence in Gensim.
This proposal adopted an algorithm called Cv according to the
previous work [17].

Generally, the lower the value of perplexity, the better the accu-
racy; the higher the coherence, the better the quality of the topic.
These two indicators are often in a trade-off relationship. For this
reason, we adopted a number of topics with low perplexity and
high coherence in this proposal.
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